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Why Email Archiving is a Critical Best Practice

Executive Summary
THE SITUATION TODAY
Archiving – the set of technologies designed to support the practice of a) indexing email
and other electronic content, b) placing it into archival storage and c) making it readily
available via robust search tools – is a critical best practice, but one that many
organizations have not yet implemented. For example, Osterman Research forecasts
that by year-end 2010, only 47.9% of mid-sized and large organizations in North
America will have deployed a true archiving system – the penetration of archiving
among smaller organizations is even lower.
The fact that many small- to mid-sized businesses (SMBs) do not have a suitable
archiving solution in place results in increased legal and regulatory risk, and it increases
the overall cost of storage mangement.

WHAT PREVENTS ARCHIVING ADOPTION TODAY?
Osterman Research believes that there are three primary reasons that most
organizations have not yet implemented an archiving system:
•

Many decision makers believe that preserving content that could be used in a legal
action or a regulatory audit is riskier than deleting that content. In a major survey
conducted by Osterman Research in 2010, we found that 11% of decision makers
believe the least risky approach for their organization is to delete all email content
on a regular basis.

•

Many believe that archiving content will create unmanageable storage problems and
cost too much to manage, and so they delete content for fear of creating additional
storage management difficulties.

•

Many mistakenly believe that their nightly or other regular backups actually
represent an archive of their important corporate content.

HOW DOES SONASOFT ADDRESS THESE ISSUES?
Sonasoft directly addresses these issues with a robust, enterprise-grade archiving
solution that has been designed specifically to meet the requirements of SMBs:
•

The solution archives all email content and so reduces the risk of non-compliance
with legal, regulatory and other obligations to preserve critical business content.

•

The solution will actually reduce storage management costs by eliminating
redundant content and migrating content from email servers to lower cost archival
storage.

•

The Sonasoft solution is priced significantly lower than most of its competitors and is
among the lowest priced archiving solutions on the market today.
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About Osterman Research
Osterman Research is a market research and consulting firm that helps vendors, IT
departments and other organizations make better decisions through the acquisition and
application of relevant, accurate and timely data on markets, market trends, products
and technologies. We also help vendors of technology-oriented products and services to
understand the needs of their current and prospective customers.
Osterman Research provides timely and accurate international market research, cost
data, cost models, benchmarking information and other services to technology-based
companies with an emphasis on electronic communication and collaboration markets.
We do this by continually gathering information from IT decision-makers and end-users
of information technology. We analyze and report this information to help companies
develop and improve the products and services they offer to these markets or to internal
customers.
Among the things that make Osterman Research unique is our market research panel: a
large and growing group of IT professionals and end-users around the world with whom
we conduct our research surveys. This allows us to conduct surveys quickly and
accurately with very high response rates. We are continually developing our panel of IT
professionals and end-users into one of the leading sources of information for
companies that offer products and services in the IT space.
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